The flight of the Concorde

Key Stage One Curriculum Autumn
During the Autumn term, we will be exploring the flight of the
Concorde. English and Maths skills will be taught discretely and the
books we study will link to this theme. Our wider curriculum subjects
will be studied as a connected curriculum, with opportunities to apply
skills from the core curriculum through our exciting topic.

English
This term we will be…. reading the stories ‘I am Amelia Earhart’ and ‘Mrs

Maths
This term we will be learning to…

Armitage on wheels’. We will also be writing recounts of our trip to Aerospace
and learn how to write instructions.

Place value: Understand place value in two digit numbers, order numbers

We are learning to:
-

Use capital letters and full stops accurately.
Use adjectives to describe characters and settings.
Extend our sentences using conjunctions for example, because, so that
etc.
Plan, write and edit our writing.
Use imperative verbs and time conjunctions for make our instructions
clearer for example, put, stir, cut, first, next etc.

You can help your child by:
-

Practice letter formations and your child’s weekly spellings.
You can practise your spellings in lots of fun ways such as, painting the
words, writing with chalk outside or using magnetic letters.
Read with your child as many times as you can. Retell stories that you
have read or shared together. Ask questions e.g. What sort of character
is he? Where is the story set?

up to 100 and use the symbols for less than and greater than.

Addition and Subtraction: We will be mentally solving addition and
subtraction number sentences as well as using the inverse to check
answers and solve missing box number sentences. We will be applying the
methods we have been taught to answer word problems.

Shape: We will be learning to recognise and name common 2d shapes
e..g triangle, rectangle, pentagon etc. We will also be exploring 2d shapes
in different orientations for instance full turn, half turn, quarter turn.

You can help your child by:
-

-

Look for numbers at home or when you are out. Ask questions such as:
How many tens? How many units? Is it bigger or small than……? Can you
put these numbers in order?
Practise counting in 2s, 5s and 10s. You can use objects around the
house to help you such as pairs of socks, toys or dried pasta.

Practise addition and subtraction practically, for example, when
cooking or when paying with coins in the shop.

Cycle 1: HISTORY KS1

Geography:
Through our creative curriculum, we will
be exploring our local area. We will
locate Bristol on simple maps and
discuss the similarities and difference
between where we live and a tropical
Island.
We will be learn our compass directions
while developing our map reading skills.

History: Flight of the Concorde

Science:
We will be learning to identify and name a variety of materials including wood,
plastic, glass, metal, water, rock, paper and cardboard. We will be thinking of
different words to describe the properties of materials such as its looks or
how it feels. We are going to then sort everyday materials and objects based
on their properties.
You can help your child by:
Explore the variety of objects in your home. Ask the children questions such
as:
- What is it made of?
- What is it used for? Why?
- What materials are natural and which are man-made?

Design and Technology:
In DT, we will be exploring different
mechanisms for example, levers,
wheels, sliders, and axles while creating
our type of transport using junk
modelling.

Flight of the
Concorde

PE: We will be learning to control and
co-ordinate our arms and leg actions
e.g. marching and how to travel in
different directions.

Art and Design:
In Art, we will be developing our
developing our drawing techniques by
sketching aircraft. We will then be
using our designs to create our
aircraft out of clay.
We will learning about the artist Ken
Bushe who is known for his paintings
of the sky.

Spanish:
We will learn how to use basic greetings,
say the numbers 1-10 and name
colours.

Computing: Data
We will be learning to interpret and
organise data into graphs using
computer software.

We will be exploring one of Bristol’s
most iconic creations, the Concorde.
We will also be discovering how Bristol
has changed over time by looking at
buildings, maps, people etc.

Be Safe:
Behaviour for Learning:
We will consider what it means
to be a purple learner and
explore the different learning
powers through our ELLI story
and characters.

Being safe in Bowsland
Be Safe: Anti-Bullying
Be Safe: Road Safety

Social time:
We will be covering relationships,
negotiating and solving friendship
issues and feelings.

Music: The unit is call ‘Me’. We will be
exploring creative music around the
themes of growing, home, colour, toys
and how I look.

RE:
We will be learning about Christianity
and the importance of God.

